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Growling like a bear
What a start to the year! The market dives have been worse than even the Great Depression, even
testing such optimists like me. The ‘bads’ data is certainly outweighing the ‘goods’ data but a
number of positives that I outline below helps me keep the faith. Don’t give up on stocks. Remember,
investing is a long-term game.
Some of our regulars – like Rudi Filapek-Vandyck with the Broker Report, won’t be back until next
week but we still have some great stories for you. In today’s Switzer Super Report, we look at our
model portfolios which have performed strongly despite a tough 2015. Our growth portfolio
outperformed the index by more than 4%. James Dunn also looks at four stocks poised to pay some
special dividends, as yield remains the safe trade for 2016.
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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Is this January performance turning me from a
bull to bear?
by Peter Switzer
This has been the worst start to a US stock market
year, ever! This is how the USA Today website put it:
“The Dow Jones industrial average closed down
167.65 points, or 1.02%, to 16,346.45, putting it more
than 10% below its record close last May and back in
correction territory.
The blue-chip barometer had been up by almost 140
points earlier in the session. The Dow finished the
first week of trading in 2016 down 6.19% — its worst
five-day kickoff to a year ever, according to S&P Dow
Jones Indices.”
Yes, even worse than anything the Great Depression
threw up! And it’s unsettling when you focus on the
well-worn market rule of thumb: “As January goes, so
goes the year.”
Has this turned me from a bull to a bear? I always
promised that I’d tell you when my case for optimism
had changed and this start to the year looks like the
one that could easily rattle the confidence I’ve had
for stocks since 2009.
History doesn’t always give you a reliable guide to
what will happen but you know I don’t easily ignore
some of its lessons.
A guy who has read the historical tea leaves on
stocks for decades is Sam Stovall, the number
cruncher for Standard & Poor’s Capital IQ division. I
interviewed Sam in New York last year and I respect
his work.
This is what he said about January in 2009: “Since
1945, whenever the S&P 500 advanced in January,
the market continued to rise during the remaining 11
months of the year 85% of the time, posting an
average price advance of 11.6% — substantially more
than the 8.2% return recorded by the S&P 500’s
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12-month price appreciation for the past 64 years.
Whenever the market declined during the opening
month of the year, the S&P 500 fell an average 2.2%
for the remaining 11 months. Its frequency of
success, however, was no better than a coin toss at
48.”
By the way, 2009 ended up being a huge year for
stocks, so let’s hope that’s an omen for us this year.
Of course, January is not over yet but the S&P 500
has lost 5.6%, while our own S&P/ASX 200 index is
off 5.7% before today’s rout, which is not a great
start. And right now the list of bads are KO’ing the
goods list, as my list below shows. Here are the bads:
The slump in oil prices — the economic
benefits seem to be ignored and the focus is
on the companies that lose from the lower
price;
The Saudi Arabia/Iran conflict;
North Korea and its so-called H-bomb;
Weak Chinese economic data;
The depreciating yuan, which has led to
speculation of a currency war;
The Chinese stock market sell off, which led
to two days when the market fell over 7% and
was shut down;
China’s economic slowdown and its impact
on emerging economies, as well as some
mixed economic data from the US has seen
the World Bank downgrade its global
economic growth forecast from 3.3% to 2.9%;
and
Worries about how fast the Fed will raise
interest rates.
Against these, here are the goods:
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The US job numbers over the weekend show
the US economy is pretty good. There is
debate about the numbers but I like this from
Goldman Sach’s chief economist, Jans
Hatzius: “This was a good report. If you
wanted to pick holes in it, you’d say there’s a
big weather effect in it, but it’s hard to really
get nervous when it’s 292 [000], even if you
subtract a lot from it, say 40,000 or a little
more, it’s still a good number.”;
US earnings forecast for 2016 is up 8% and I
hope the smarties are right on this;
This is what the European Commission said
about its economy a month ago: “The
economic recovery in the euro area and the
European Union as a whole is now in its third
year. It should continue at a modest pace next
year despite more challenging conditions in
the global economy”;
On Japan, this what Focus Economics has
predicted: “Although the slowdown in
emerging markets is weighing on Japan’s
economic performance, growth will pick up
slightly next year on the back of resilient
private consumption.” A 1% economic growth
figure is the forecast, which is better than
recession;
The panel of economists for the Focus
Economics survey came up with this
conclusion on China: “Panelists surveyed for
this month’s Consensus Forecast maintained
their 2016 GDP growth projections at last
month’s 6.5%. Panelists see the economy
expanding 6.2% in 2017.” If these people are
right, this is not an economic collapse, so the
stock market reaction to China since New
Year’s Eve has been excessively negative;
and
The central banks of the world are still in there
firing policy bullets to get growth up and if they
succeed, stock prices will head northwards.
If the US was really going backwards and China
forecasts were for a 5% or 4% number, I’d be
growling like a bear.
For me to turn bearish on what I’ve seen so far
would be like me walking out on a Roosters game 24
minutes from the end because they were down 30-0.
That was the case in the grand final qualifier in 2014
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and the chooks ran out winners 31-30!
You’ve got to have faith if you’re a footie fan and
also when you’re a long-term investor. Sure, there
could be a 10% correction because markets get
over-confident, for example, our market before New
Year when the Santa Claus rally was around 8%.
While the latest news has changed some key
stock-players’ valuations, however, a lot of these big
speculators are short-termers who often get out of the
game way before the full-time whistle blows.
And while I don’t like the scary list of bads I provide
above, I do like the take on the year ahead from
Jeremy Siegel, the finance professor at the University
of Pennsylvania’s Wharton School, who thinks the
US stock market could rise 8-10% this year. He told
CNBC that the US economy looks “better than a lot
of people” fear and argues the Fed will go easy on
rate hikes if the global/market economic news is too
worrying.
Another good omen to keep me bullish is the rate of
exits from US investment funds is not a stampede.
Michael Harnett, who is chief investment strategist at
Bank of America Merrill Lynch, points to what he
called the “Global Breadth Rule”. He reckons it’s
showing a contrarian “buy” signal, with 88% of all
global equity markets trading under their 200-day and
50-day moving averages.
Sure I could be clutching at straws to sustain my bias
towards stocks, while ignoring the likes of Marc
Faber, George Soros, Dennis Gartman and others,
who are all growling negatively on stocks. But hell,
most of these guys have been negative for so long
and have been wrong.
I’m not prepared to walk out on my ‘stocks team’
just yet, so I’ll save my growling for some time in the
future.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Portfolios outperform in tough year
by Paul Rickard
So much has happened this New Year that it seems
somewhat pointless dwelling too much on last year,
so we will keep this portfolio report fairly short.
Importantly, both portfolios finished in the black for
2015, with the growth portfolio outperforming the
benchmark index by 4.11%.
On Thursday, we will publish our re-balanced
income-oriented portfolio for 2016, and next Monday,
our growth portfolio.

Income Portfolio
The income portfolio was forecast to return a yield of
5.14%, franked to 88.7%. It marginally exceeded this
in 2015, returning 5.25%, franked to 88.2%.
Using closing prices on 31 December, the
performance of the income-biased portfolio (per
$100,000 invested) was:

Performance
Both portfolios finished the year with small positive
returns. Compared to the benchmark S&P/ASX 200
Accumulation Index (which adds back income from
dividends), the income portfolio has underperformed
the index by 0.61%, while the growth-oriented
portfolio has outperformed by 4.11%.

Although these are only model portfolios and are
reset each year, they have also outperformed over
longer periods. Over three years, both portfolios have
outperformed the S&P/ASX 200 accumulation index.
The income portfolio by 1.90% pa, and the
growth-oriented portfolio by 2.85% pa.

Click here to download an Excel version
* On 31 March, reduced original $6,000 holding in
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Woolworths by 50%, and sold original $4,000 holding
in Toll. $1,901 reinvested in Woodside, $2,000 in
AMP, $3,000 in CBA and $2,000 in Telstra.
** South32 demerged from BHP on a 1:1 basis. NAB
2:25 rights issue – assume sold on last day of trading
at $4.99. CBA 1:23 rights issue at $71.50, assume
sold on last day of trading at $2.01. Westpac 1: 23
rights at $25.50, assume sold on last day of trading at
$4.83
Growth Portfolio
Using closing prices on 31 December, the
performance of the growth portfolio (per $100,000
invested) was:

at $4.99. CBA 1:23 rights issue at $71.50, assume
sold on last day of trading at $2.01. Westpac 1: 23
rights at $25.50, assume sold on last day of trading at
$4.83.
*** Santos acquired on 31 March at $7.14 sold for
$5.13 on 31 August. Net amount of $2,830 reinvested
in NAB at $31.17
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

Click here to download an Excel version
* On 31 March, reduced original $4,000 holding in
Woolworths by 50%, and sold original $4,000 holding
in Toll. $3,939 reinvested in Santos and $4,000 in
Westfield.
** South32 demerged from BHP on a 1:1 basis. NAB
2:25 rights issue – assume sold on last day of trading
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4 stocks poised to pay special dividends
by James Dunn
In a tough year for investors, dividends again saved
the day – barely. A loss of 2.1% for the S&P/ASX 200
Index for calendar 2015 became, on the S&P/ASX
200 Accumulation Index (which counts dividends), a
gain of 2.6%
And with the price index already down close to 6% on
its 2015 close, dividends look likely to be even more
critically important this year.
Of course, looking for the best dividend yields on offer
is hardly a new strategy on the Australian market: it is
already a seemingly crowded trade. But given the
turmoil on world markets, yield looks like being a safe
haven in 2016, too.

Hammered by the turmoil in China, oil prices have
slid to their lowest levels since 2004, and this will flow
through to Qantas’ jet fuel costs. Put simply, oil at
these levels pours money into Qantas’ coffers.
Broker Credit Suisse for one believes that analysts’
consensus currently under-estimates the benefit to
QAN from falling fuel prices, and that excess free
cash flow – after all capital spending – cannot help
but build-up on the balance sheet. As well as
boosting ordinary dividends, Credit Suisse reckons
Qantas could pay a special dividend of 50 cents a
share both this year (FY16) and next, with room to go
even higher, with excess capital of more than twice
that payout. Credit Suisse’s target price of $5.50 is
well ahead of consensus.

Where possible, investors should be looking to
augment dividend income even further. In that light,
here are four possibilities for a special dividend
top-up – on already attractive yields – in 2016.
Qantas Airways (QAN, $4.08)
Market capitalisation: $9 billion
Last 12 months: +69%
Analysts’ consensus price target: $4.91
Implied upside: +20.3%
Analysts’ consensus FY16 yield: 6.4% unfranked
Qantas’ (QAN) impressive turnaround since the
horror result of FY2014 – a $2.8 billion loss – has
been well documented, being built on a determined
assault on operational cost. The national flag carrier
has reduced its workforce, aircraft fleet and capital
spending; it has ditched underperforming routes; and
worked hard to improve efficiencies and customer
service. Now it appears poised to cash-in on the
bonuses of a continued period of capacity restraint in
the domestic market and plunging fuel costs.
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Insurance Australia Group (IAG, $5.21)
Market capitalisation: $12.7 billion
Last 12 months: –11.4%
Analysts’ consensus price target: $5.58
Implied upside: +7 %
Analysts’ consensus FY16 yield: 5.9% fully
franked
IAG, the owner of big insurance brands such as
NRMA and CGU, stunned the market in October
when an institutional shareholder mutiny induced it to
shelve its plans to expand in China. But pulling out of
China means that the funds set aside for the strategy
can now be used in a different way. IAG made a $500
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million equity placement to Warren Buffett’s
Berkshire Hathaway in June last year, and just this
week announced that it had secured $7 billion of
reinsurance cover to protect its balance sheet from
natural disaster claims in 2016.
According to CBA, that gives IAG about $1.2 billion of
excess capital, which should start flowing back to
shareholders this year. IAG actually cut its full-year
dividend in FY15 to 29 cents, from 39 cents in FY14,
after full-year profit fell by 41 % on the back of a
blowout in natural disaster claims; but CBA now
expects IAG to pay a special dividend of 29 cents a
share with the interim result next month, and says
there is “further scope” for the insurer to pay special
dividends of 16 cents a share each year for the next
three years.

process of what it calls “optimising” its platform,
which involves using big data analytics to drive more
efficient use of customer, policy and claims data, as
well as its own HR, finance and management data.
Suncorp expects to generate about $170 million from
this process by FY18. Suncorp promises
shareholders that it will payout between 60 %–80% of
net profit as dividend and “return any surplus capital”
– meaning another special dividend this year would
not surprise.

Platinum Asset Management (PTM, $7.11)

Suncorp Group (SUN, $11.50)
Market capitalisation: $14.8 billion
Last 12 months: –11.7%
Analysts’ consensus price target: $12.71
Implied upside: +10.5%
Analysts’ consensus FY16 yield: 6.5% fully
franked
Insurance and banking group Suncorp has good form
on the special dividend front. In FY12 it paid a
sweetener of 15 cents a share, and followed that with
20 cents a share in FY13, 30 cents a share in FY14,
and 12 cents a share in FY15. And there appears to
be scope for the special-div largesse flow to continue,
as Suncorp unlocks more capital from its business.
About 60% of Suncorp’s earnings come from its
heavyweight general insurance division – through
major brands such as AAMI, GIO and APIA – with the
banking division generating about 30%, and life
insurance the balance. The company is in the
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Market capitalisation: $4.2 billion
Last 12 months: +7.2%
Analysts’ consensus price target: $7.74
Implied upside: +8.8%
Analysts’ consensus FY16 yield: 5.6% fully
franked
One of the ways that Australian investors can get
away from reliance on their home market is to buy
overseas shares – and Platinum Asset Management
is one of the best methods of doing that. Platinum
runs a broadly diversified flagship International Fund,
as well as more targeted – but still diversified within
that targeting – Asian and European funds.
Given the turmoil on world markets, the company’s
funds under management (FUM) is flighty at present:
the three most recent readings show FUM down 0.8%
in September, up 5% in October and down 2.9% in
November. However, longer-term Platinum investors
would know that a “contrarian” style and focus on
absolute returns means that its funds’ returns do not
show much correlation with market indices. PTM’s
profit comes mostly from management fees on funds
with specific mandates: that is much more preferable
than relying on performance fees. Platinum paid a
special dividend of 10 cents a share in FY15, and
some analysts see potential for a repeat performance
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this year.

All charts sourced at Yahoo!7 Finance, 11 January
2016
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Will the ASX’s significant support zone hold?
by Gary Stone
It’s a month since we last looked at the ASX
benchmarks. Over the month the ASX200 has
bounced from its significant support zone between
4925 and 5000 up to a forming resistance zone
between 5275 and 5330, and straight back down to
currently be positioned right in the middle of the
significant support zone of 4925 to 5000. The support
and resistance zones are shown with blue rectangles.
The decline over the last five trading sessions has
been sharp, caused mainly by the Chinese
introducing percentage circuit breakers to ironically
reduce volatility, with the backdrop of continuing
weakness in commodity prices, especially oil and
hence energy stocks the world over.
The other elephant in the room, (there are a few!) is
the effect of the December interest rate rise in the
United States which is now behind us and should
already be factored into the markets.

Source: Beyond Charts

today’s trading session and the sessions for the rest
of this week. Or will it break?
It has held numerous times since August 2015, each
time that it holds adding more and more significance
to what happens at this zone. What are the
scenarios?
Firstly, if the ASX200 falls to around the lower down
trending black trend line, which is below the
significant support zone, this would be OK in my
technical view. Provided it doesn’t remain below the
significant support zone for much longer than a week.
Secondly, If the ASX200 falls below the support zone
and remains there for greater than two weeks then
technically the odds rise that the ASX200 will fall
further, potentially to the next support zone which is
at 4500 to 4625. This would obviously not be a good
outcome and would set up 2016 for being a volatile
and negative year.
Thirdly, support can hold and we see a rally back up
to the resistance zone overhead at around 5300.
Note at this level that there is also a lighter coloured
black down trending line, which is the median line of
the down trending channel marked by the two black
down trending bold trend lines. The median line
coincides with this resistance zone. A break above
the median line would indicate a challenge of the bold
resistance zone in the middle of the chart and of
upper down trending black channel line. If the
ASX200 gets back to this area, further analysis at that
time will be required.

So here we are again a month later in the same
situation, deja vu.

Stepping back and looking at the big picture, whilst
things can always get worse and prices can always
go lower, the current situation is:

Will this strong support zone on the ASX hold in

The first interest rate rise the United States
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that was feared for many years, has
happened and the sky didn’t fall on our
heads. Interest rates remain an very subdued
levels the world over;
The Brent Crude Oil price has dropped to
levels not seen for over 10 years and is hence
not at the top of a long term upward run; and
The commodity indices peaked nearly 6 years
ago and have fallen some 46% since. They
too are not at the top of long term upward run.
Gary Stone is the Founder and Managing Director of
Share Wealth Systems
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Professional’s Pick – Macquarie Group
by Sean Fenton
What do you like about the stock?
It continues to grow into new markets as well as
building on its core businesses. Infrastructure
remains an attractive area for growth globally and
Macquarie has a unique positioning in the area. It has
demonstrated an ability to invest in growing
businesses, develop good trading businesses and
has leveraged its client relationships into a solid
annuity style funds management business.
How is it better than its competitors?
The company is more flexible and nimble with a
balance sheet that is in far better condition than large
global investment banks and is less impacted by new
restrictive capital rules. A focus and expertise around
infrastructure assets and commodities trading is a key
differentiator.
What do you like about its management?
Nicholas Moore has steered the company through
some tumultuous markets since taking over from Alan
Moss. Risk control is of paramount importance in a
financial services organisation and Nicholas provides
that with a detailed grasp and oversight of some
diverse operations. A strong corporate structure
around risk control is also beneficial. The company
continues to execute well strategically, positioning
itself for growth in favourable markets.
Where do you see the value?
The company has good exposure to broad economic
growth around the world. Much of this comes through
infrastructure where developed markets need to
renew and developing markets are investing and
growing.

This also marries well with increasing investor
demand, especially in developed markets with ageing
populations, for stable growing income streams. A
truly global and diverse business, the company
provides an opportunity for Australian investors to
diversify away from the domestic economy and
mortgage focused domestic banks.
What is your target price on the stock?
$100 is readily achievable if markets stay well
behaved.
How long have you held the stock?
Since September 2012
At what point would you sell it?
Profitability has some leverage to asset prices as
early stage investments are recycled either through
the securities division into the equity market or into
unlisted funds.
A sharper tightening cycle by the US Federal Reserve
in response to any upside surprise in inflation would
likely impact bond markets and asset markets more
generally, which would pressure profits. Any sign of
inflation increasing would be a reason to sell.
There is some emerging stress in US high-yield debt
markets as shale gas producers come under
pressure. Macquarie operates in the energy sector in
the US so some exposure here could also present a
tail risk.
How much has it added (subtracted) to your
overall portfolio over the last 12 months?
It has added around 1.5% to portfolio performance in
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excess of the market.
Macquarie Group Limited (MQG)

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 11 January 2016
Sean Fenton is a portfolio manager with Tribeca
Investment Partners.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Super Stock Selectors – Spark Infrastructure
and Fortescue
by Christine St Anne
As the new year begins, Evan Lucas from IG notes
that fund managers will be heading to cash to
mitigate any risk exposures as “the reaction to
China’s markets and currency devaluation will play
havoc with strategy.”
Lucas likes healthcare giant CSL (CSL), given it is a
niche US dollar exposed business with growth in the
right global markets.
“CSL will be riding through the current downtrend
well. Although it is a premium price, the fact it is likely
to continue to show it is the leader in IG, serums and
blood products global will put CSL in good stead,”
Lucas says.
“A price below $100 is likely to be a price worth
paying.”
Lucas does not like BHP Billiton (BHP).

Infrastructure Group (SKI). Spark is an infrastructure
fund that has stakes in the Victorian and South
Australian power networks and most recently bought
a 15.01% stake in NSW’s TransGrid.
“The power networks in South Australia and Victoria
continue to perform strongly and contribute to
Spark’s revenue growth, D’Amato says.
“Even with the recent acquisition, the company has
guided for between 3-5% distribution growth per year
till 2018,” he says.
D’Amato does not like Slater and Gordon (SGH) and
sees better opportunities for growth in the consumer
discretionary sector.
“While the company continues to look cheap at these
levels we feel there currently is enough risk involved
to outweigh the potential gains,” he says.

Although he expects a bounce following the release
of the miner’s half-year numbers in mid February, he
says the “current macro risks are likely to send the
Big Australian further into the red as crude leads the
bear market charge of its four pillar strategy.”
“If its dividend policy is altered as expected, BHP is
going to remain a teen stock for the first half of
2016,” Lucas says.
Raymond Chan from Morgans likes Transurban
(TCL) because of its defensive growth profile given
that toll roads are less affected by the economic
cycle.
He is still concerned about the debt profile of
Fortescue Metals Group (FMG) and hence does not
like the stock.
Elio D’Amato also likes a defensive play – Spark
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Our Super Stock Selectors is a survey of prominent
analysts, brokers and fund managers. Each week we
ask them to name a stock they like, and one they
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don’t like. We purposely ask for ‘likes’ and
‘dislikes’ instead of recommendations, so it provides
an idea of what the market is looking at, rather than
firm buys or sells.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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